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John Kozlowski

From: John Kozlowski <John@Kozlowski.org>

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:43 PM

To: Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski (Outlook)

Subject: Ethnic Gnosticism and the Gospel

DJ, 
 
I often listen to James White and his Dividing Line program.  His stand on Islam is very close to mine and he has be very 
enlightening on the Bible translation process and the meaning of many Greek words.  He gets a lot of criticism on his 
stand on the sovereignty of the Lord and I stand firmly with him on that.  There are some issues that I am not on board 
with, but that should be considered normal for all who think. 
                                                                                                                                           
This evening I watched his program titled “Ethnic Gnosticism and the Gospel” 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwLsVZ2Yir0).  I recommend it and ask you to consider it. 
 
Look past the race issue and see us in it.  I hope you can do so.  At the 49:10 mark he says: “Who really loves him, the 
one who will tell him the truth or the one who excuses it?”  I love you!  I hope you understand my point. 
 
Consider our kids and what they have been setup for.  I have done some study on things like the drive toward a mono-
culture and how it is used to destroy the family.  The black family has been extremely hard hit, and so has ours.  Perhaps 
this does not have to be.  I’m willing to work on that.  Would you be willing to work with me on it?  Shall we love our kids 
together? 
 
The other thing to note is how James White has been attacked viciously and often by anonymous cowards.  The attacks 
are done so there is no rational dialog; there is no way to refute it.  He argues from Scripture on so many issues and is 
simply called names.  Does this sound familiar?  I have laid out Scripture about our family and what is obedience to the 
Lord.  I have been libeled by cowards who will not defend themselves to me.  I suggest the problem they have is not with 
me but with the Scripture. 
 
Please consider a dialog on this.  I will offer this email in video form. 
 
I love you! 

John Kozlowski 

 

Email: John@Kozlowski.org ● Phone: (423) 716-6432 
PO Box 551, Cleveland, TN 37364-0551 
Kozlowski.org ● Distinctivist.com ● ShofarNexus.com 

Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man. 
Ecclesiastes 12:13 

 
 


